We are proud to have a thriving student community within the ASA. Whether you are a student member or thinking about becoming one, an array of benefits exists to help you connect with and engage other statisticians and data scientists. We welcome all students and encourage you to get involved.

Students are a valuable part of our association, which is why we offer the following tremendous membership benefits:

- **Discounts on ASA meetings** throughout the year, including the Joint Statistical Meetings, Conference on Statistical Practice, Women in Statistics and Data Science Conference, Symposium on Data Science and Statistics, and additional regional conferences
- Opportunities to connect online with peers throughout the **ASA Community**
- Access to **ASA chapters, sections, and interest groups**
- **Career opportunities and resources** such as the ASA JobWeb, accreditation, and the meetings-based Career Service
- **News and research** through ASA journals, *Significance* magazine, *Amstat News*, and STATtrak
- **Advocacy** for statistically sound science policy

ASA student membership is only $30 a year. **Join us today!**